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MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF SIMPLY CONTINUOUS 
AND QUASICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
J A N BoRsfK 
(Communicated by Uubica Hold ) 
ABSTRACT. Functions which are maxima and minima of simply continuous and 
quasicontinuous functions are characterized. 
In what follows, X denotes a topological space. For a subset A of a topologi-
cal space denote by CI A and Int A the closure and the interior of A, respectively. 
The letters N, Q and R stand for the set of natural, rational and real numbers, 
respectively. For x G l denote by Ux the family of all neighbourhoods of x. A 
regular (normal) space is not assumed to be T1. 
A family T C R x of real functions is a lattice if and only if min(/ , g) G T and 
max( / , g) G T for / , g G T. The symbol L(T) stands for the lattice generated 
by T', i.e., the smallest lattice of functions containing T. 
We recall that a function / : X —> R is quasicontinuous (cliquish) at a point 
x G X if for each e > 0 and each neighbourhood U of x there is a nonempty 
open set G C U such that \f(y) - / ( x ) | < e for each y G G (\f(y) ~ f(z)\ < e 
for each y, z G G) . A function / : X —> R is said to be quasicontinuous (cliquish) 
if it is quasicontinuous (cliquish) at each point x £ X (see [6]). 
A function / : X —> R is simply continuous if f~x(V) is a simply open set 
in X for each open set V in R . A set A is simply open if it is the union of an 
open set and a nowhere dense set (see [1]). 
Denote by Q, S and /C the set of all functions (in R x ) which are quasicon-
tinuous, simply continuous and cliquish, respectively. By C(f) and Q(f) we will 
denote the set of all continuity points of a function / : X —> R and the set of all 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 54C08. 
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quasicontinuity points of / , respectively. Furthermore, let A(f) = X \ Q(f)- It 
is easy to see that Q C S and Q C K. If X is a Baire space, then every simply 
continuous function / : X —•» R is cliquish ([7]). Example 1 in [3] shows that the 
assumption UX is a Baire space" cannot be omitted. 
In [5], T . N a t k a n i e c has characterized the maximum of real quasicon-
tinuous functions of one real variable. Properties of R (the ordering and the 
completeness) in his proof play the key role. In this paper, we shall give a charac-
terization of the maximum of real quasicontinuous functions defined on a regular 
second countable topological space. 
It is well known that / + #, | / | and cf (c E R) are cliquish functions 
for cliquish functions f,g: X —> R for an arbitrary topological space X. 
Hence max( / , g) and min( / , g) are cliquish functions for cliquish / and g 
and L(K) = K. 
By [2], the sum of a simply continuous function / : R —> R and a continuous 
function g: R —> R need not be a simply continuous function. Nevertheless, we 
have: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that X is a topological space with the following property: 
(*) if (Xn)n is a partition of X such that | J Xn is simply open for each 
neM 
M C N, and G is a nonempty open set in X, then G n I n t X n 7̂  0 for 
some n E N. 
Then both min(/ , g) and max( / , g) are simply continuous functions whenever 
/ ,g: X —• R are simply continuous, i.e., L(S) = S. 
P r o o f . Suppose that h = max( / , g) is not simply'continuous. Then 
there is an open set V in R such that h"1^) is not simply open, i.e., 
h~x(V) \ Int/i-1('V) is not nowhere dense. Let A C X be an open set such 
that h-l(V)\lnth-x(V) is dense in A. This yields 
(1) h~l(V) is dense in A, 
(2) I n t / i - 1 ( V ) n A = 0. 
Since / is simply continuous, there is an open nonempty set B C A such that 
B n ( / _ 1 ( ^ ) \ I n t f~X{v)) = 0- Further, there is an open nonempty set C C B 
such that C H (g~x(V) \ liAg"1^)) = 0. We have four possibilities: 
a) CHg-^V) = 0 = Cnf-^V). Then g(x) <£ V, f(x) £ V, and hence 
h(x) £ V for each x E C , which is a contradiction with (1). 
b) C C g~r(V) nf~\V). Then g(x)J(x) E V, and hence h(x) E V for 
each x E C , which is a contradiction with (2). 
c) C f l f 1 ^ ) = 0 and C C f~l(V). Let (Jn)n be a sequence of all 
components of V. By (*), there are an n E N and a nonempty open subset 
W CC such that f(x) E Jn for each x E W. Since g(W) n Jn = 0, c/(VV) C 
(—00, inf Jn] U [sup J n , 00). It is easy to observe that the sets g~
x ((—00, inf J J ) 
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and g~x ([sup J n , oo)) are simply open, so there is a nonempty open set U C W 
such that either U C g~x((—oo,inf Jn]) or U C <7
_1([sup J n , oo)) . This yields 
h\jj = f\jj and U C /i~1(Vr), which is a contradiction with (2), or h\jj = g\jj 
and c7 n / i _ 1(V) = 0, which is a contradiction with (1). 
d) Cn f~x(V) = 0 and C C tf-1^). The proof is similar as in c). • 
Recall that a collection V of nonempty open sets in X is a ir-base for X if 
every nonempty open subset of X contains at least one member of V. A 7r-base 
V is said to be locally countable if each member of V contains only countably 
many members of V (see [4]). 
PROPOSITION 1. If X either is a Baire topological space, or has a locally 
countable ix-base, then it possesses the property (*). 
P r o o f . If X is a Baire space, then this is a consequence of the Baire 
Category Theorem. Assume that X has a locally countable 7r-base V. Suppose 
that (*) fails. Then there are a nonempty set G and a partition of X of simply 
open sets (Xn)n such that G n I n t X n = 0 for each n E N. Let P be a member 
of V with ? C G , and let (Un)n be a 7r-base for P . Since Xn HP are nowhere 
dense sets, we can choose by induction a one-to-one sequence of positive integers 
(Un SUch that 
Xt nU^$^Xf nU for each n E N . 
Then the set y = M I is dense in P , and P n Int Y = 0. Thus Y is not 
n 
simply open, which is a contradiction. • 
R e m a r k 1. There are topological spaces which neither are Baire nor have lo-
cally countable 7r-base, but still possess the property (*). If fact, let X be 
uncountable product of Q (Q with the Euclidean topology of K) with the Ty-
chonofT topology. Then it is easy to verify that X has the property (*), has no 
locally countable 7r-base and it is not Baire. 
R e m a r k 2. There are topological spaces which do not satisfy the condition (*). 
In fact, let X be a space from [3], i.e., X — N with the topology T = V U {0}, 
where V is an ultrafilter on X which contains no finite sets. (By [3; Example 1], 
there is a real simply continuous function on X which is not cliquish. By a 
slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1 in [3], we see that every real 
simply continuous function on a space with the property (*) is cliquish; hence 
the space X does not satisfy (*).) 
PROBLEM 1. Is Theorem 1 true for an arbitrary topological space? 
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LEMMA 1. Let f:X—>R (X is an arbitrary topological space), and let the 
set A(f) be nowhere dense. Then liminf f(u) ^ f(x) _ l i m s u p / ^ ) for each 
u _, X ) U eQ(/ ) u-+x,ueQ(f) 
xeQ(f). 
P r o o f . Let x G Q(f), and suppose that l imsup / (u ) < c < f(x) for 
u->x,u£Q(f) 
some c G K. Then there is a neighbourhood U of x such that f(u) < c for 
each u G Q(f) f i t / , u ^ x. Since x G Q(f), there is an open nonempty set 
G C U such that f(u) > c for u G G. Since A(f) is nowhere dense, there is 
t GGnQ(f). Now, c< f(t) <c, which is a contradiction. • 
R e m a r k 3 . If X is a Baire space, then limsup/(ix) = l i m s u p / ( u ) . This is 
u—+x,uGQ(/) u-+x,ueC(f) 
not true for an arbitrary topological space. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a regular second countable topological space. Let f: 
X —> R be a function such that the set A(f) is nowhere dense and f(x) _ 
\imsup f(u) for each x G A(f). Then there is a sequence (Knm)rn<n of 
u—»-x,u€Q(/) — 
nonempty open sets in X such that 
(i) ClKn,m n C 1 ^ ( / ) = 0 f°r each n ^ N and m^n, 
(ii) C\Kr[s H C\Ki . = 0 whenever (r, s) / (z, j ) . 
(iii) /or each x G X \ CI -A(/) t/iere is a neighbourhood V of x such that the 
set{(n,m): VnC\Knrn^V)} is finite, 
(iv) for each x G C\A(f), for each neighbourhood U of x, and for each 
m G N there is n ^ m such that Cl i \~ n m C U and f(x) < 
sup{ f(u): ueKnm}. 
P r o o f . Let (Bn)n be a countable base of open sets in X, and let (Gn)n 
be a sequence of all sets in (Bn)n such that Gn D Cl-A(/) ^ 0 for n G N. Let 
(En)n be a sequence of open sets in X such that C\EnJrl C i?n for each n G N 
OO 
and D En = CI A(f). 
n=l 
We put FrM = (Gx H £?-_) \ CI A( / ) ( / 0) and / ? M = min{l , sup{/(6) : 
t G . f f n } - l } . Let zx x G Hl ± be such that f(zx x) > / ? M , and let Kx x be an 
open set such that ^ n E i f n C C 1 K U C f f l r 
Suppose that we have constructed sets Kr s for all r <
 n (n > 1) and s _ r . 
Put 
tfna - (GnnEJ \ (ciA(/) u U l J
 C 1 M • 
r<ns<r 
Since C l K r s n C l _4(/) = 0 and EnD GnnC\A(f) ^ 0, the set fl^ i s nonempty 
open. Put 
Pn,i = min{n, sup{/( i) : t € Hn J - £ } • 
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Then there is zn x € Hn x such that f(zn J > /3nl. Let Knl be an open set 
such that zntl e Kn,x C CI Knl C Hnl. 
Now suppose that we have constructed sets K for all p < m (1 < m — n). 
Since C I K n p D CIA(f) = 0 for p < m, the set 
tfn,m = # „ , i \ [ J
C 1 # ~ » , P 
p<m 
is nonempty open. Put 
Pn,m = min{n, sup{/(<) : t E Hnm} - 1 } . 
L e t zn,m e ^ „ , m be such that f(znm) > pnm, and let Knm be an open set 
such that znmeKnmCC\KnmcH„m. 
n.m n,m n,m n,m 
We shall verify that Knm satisfy (i), (ii), (hi), (iv). Conditions (i) and (ii) 
are obvious. 
(hi): Let x G X\ CI A(f). Then there is a neighbourhood V of x and k G N 
such that V fl ^ = 0. Therefore, if V n C\Knrn ^ 0, then n < k and the set 
{(n,m): Vf) CIifn m ^ 0} is finite. 
(iv): Let x G CI A(f). Let CI be a neighbourhood of x and m G N. Let n G N 
be such that n > maxim, f(x)\ and x eG„ CU. Then C11C w CHnvn cU. 
According to assumptions and Lemma 1, we have f(x) ^ limsup f(u). The set 
u-*x,ueQ(f) 
Jn,m = ((Gn
 n En) \ U U ClK r )S) \ [J ClKn>p is a neighbourhood of x. 
v r < n s ^ r p<m 
Hence, there is y € J n m n Q(/) such that f(x) - £ < f(y). Since y € Q(/) 
and the set A(/) is nowhere dense, there is z £ JnmD Int Q(f) = Hn m such 
that f(z) > f(x) - i . Now, if sup{/(t) : t € Bn)'m} - i g n , then' /(z) ^ 
/̂ .m + n" < /(*»,m) + i and j» ~ A < /(*) " n" < /(*) ~ £ < /(*) " * < 
f(zn,m) = -up[/(*) = * 6 Kn,m}. If sup{/(t) : t G Bn,m} - J > n, then 
/(*) - i < „ < f(znJ = sup{/(t) : t G Kn,m}. • 
THEOREM 2. Le£ X be a regular second countable topological space. Let 
f: X —» R. T/ien / = max(/0 , /1) for some quasicontinuous functions f0 
and fx if and only if the set A(f) is nowhere dense and f(x) — limsup/(w) 
u—nc, ueQ(f) 
for each x G A(f). 
P r o o f . Let / = m£ix(/0,/1), where /Q,/-^ G Q. Then A(f) is nowhere 
dense by [5; Lemma 2] and f(x) ^ limsup/(u) for each x G A(f) by [5; 
u—>x,u£Q(f) 
Lemma 3]. 
Now, let / : X —• R be such that A(f) is nowhere dense and f(x) ^ 
limsup/(^) for each x G A(f). Then, by Lemma 2, there is a sequence of 
u—>x,u£Q(f) 
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open sets (Knm)m^n satisfying (i)-(iv). Let Q = {g-.-fc,...} be a one-to-
one sequence of all rationals. For i e {0,1} we define functions /.: X -> R as 
follows: 
( min{/(a_), qm} if there is m G N and n^2m-i such that 
/«(*) = 
x Є Cl Kn ~ . and 
n^Zrn—г 
/(_)є П c i д r / n R ^ ^ ) , 
t/ЄZг 
I /(_-) otherwise. 
Then evidently / = max(/0, / x ) . We shall verify that f{ are quasicontinuous. 
Let i e {0,1}. Let x e X, let /7 be a neighbourhood of x, and let _ > 0. We 
have four possibilities. 
a) Suppose that x e X\ (c\A(f) U (J U C l R n > 2 m _ i ) . Then, with 
V m £ N n ^ 2 m _ i 
respect to (hi), there is a neighbourhood V C U of x such that f^t) = f(t) for 
each teV, and the quasicontinuity of / at _ yields x e Q(ft)-
b) Suppose that x e C\Knf2m_i for some m 6 N and n _ 2 m - i and 
/(_) i f| C l / ( t f n J_n2f__.;). Then there are 0 < < 5 < £ a n d W C l J , 
U€UX 
W eUx such that (f(x)-6, f(x)+6) n C1/(W n Kn>2m_i) = 0- Then, with 
respect to (iii), there is a neighbourhood V C W of x such that VnCl Krs = 0 
for (r, _) ^ (n, 2m - i). Since x e <?(/), there is an open nonempty set G C V 
such that \f(t) - f(x)\ < 6 for each teG. This implies G n Kn,2m_i = 0 (so 
G n c l -Y n , 2 r o _i = 0 ) ,
a n d hence l/.O - Mx)\ = I/O ~ /(*)! <fi < e for each 
t €(_,__.,' xeQ(fi). 
c) Suppose that x e C l K n 2 m _ i for some m e N and n _: 2m - i, and 
/(_) e f| Cl/(£7 n Kn2m_J- Then there i s y 6 . f l Kn,2m_i
 s u c h t h a t 
| /(_) - /(t/)| < | . Since y e Q(f), there is an open nonempty G C UnKnt2m_i 
such that \f(t) - f(y)\ < § for each t e G. Then clearly |i__n(/(i),t_m) -
m i n ( / ( _ ) , g J | = \f(t) - f(x)\ < e, so |/«(t) - / .(x)| < e for each t € G, and 
thus xeQ(fi). 
d) Suppose that x e Cl A(f). Let m e N be such that £ < e and 
\f(x) — qm\ < e. With respect to (iv), there is n — 2m — i such that Cl_-n>2m_i 
C U and /(ar) - 2 ^ 7 < sup{/(_) : u e Kn,2m_i}. Choose y € Kn,2m-i 
with /(_•) - 2 ^ ^ < / (y) . Since y e Q(f), there is an open nonempty 
G C Kn,2m-i S U c h t h a t /(<) > f(X) ~ 2m^l for e a c h * ^ G. ThUS, for 
t e G we have /(_) - e < /(_) - -^_- < /(<), /(*) - e < <Zm, and hence 
/(_) - e < mm{f(t),qm} = f.(t). Further, we have qm < / (_) + e, and hence 
/4(i) < /(_) + e. Therefore, we obtain \f.(t) - L»| < _ and _ e Q(f%). --
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R e m a r k 4. The assumption UX is regular second countable" cannot be re-
placed with "X is normal second countable". If X = R with the topology T , 
where A G T if and only if A = 0 or A = (a,oc) (a G R), then every qua-
sicontinuous function on X is constant, but there are nonconstant functions 
satisfying assumptions of Theorem 2 (e.g., f(x) = 0 for x = 0 and f(x) = 1 for 
x > 0 ) . 
PROBLEM 2. Is Theorem 2 true for an arbitrary metric space XI 
THEOREM 2 ' . Let X be a regular second countable topological space, and let 
f: X —> R. Then f = m in ( / 0 , / 1 ) for some f0^f1 E Q if and only if the set 
A(f) is nowhere dense and f(x) ^ liminf f(u) for each x G A(f). 
u-+x,uEQ(f) 
T. N a t k a n i e c has shown in [5] that if X1 = X \ X0 is a regular second 
countable space without isolated points (where X0 is the set of all isolated points 
of X ) , then L(Q) = Q*, where Q* is the family of all functions for which the 
set A(f) is nowhere dense. 
One can see (similarly as in the proof of our Lemma 2) that his Lemma 2 is 
true for an arbitrary regular second countable space. Hence, from his proof, we 
see that L(Q) = Q*, if X' is a regular second countable space; especially, if X 
is a regular second countable topological space. 
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